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18NY Rules of Play
 
 

1 Introduction 
18NY is a railroad game set in New York State and surrounding areas.  The game is a 
stock, train, and track building game that uses the 18xx system.  Two to six players 
compete to have the largest net worth in cash and stock at game end. 

1.1 Preparing for Play 
The total bank for the game is $12,000, of which $1,800 is divided equally among the 
players.  The 6 private companies are placed in ascending order (by price) in the center of 
the board.  Lot determines order of play, with Player 1 beginning the initial stock round 
and play continuing in turn order from there.  Place the 24 bonus tokens on the +10 map 
locations listed below: 
  

 City/Town Location  City/Town Location 
Ottawa A13  Cortland F12 

Montréal A17  Elmira G9 
Burlington A23  Binghamton G13 
Watertown B12  Kingston G19 

Oswego C11  Hudson G21 
Rutland C23  Hartford G25 

Montpelier C25  Newburgh I19 
Toronto D1  Bridgeport I23 

Amsterdam D18  Newark J18 
Saratoga Springs D20  Hempstead J22 

Geneva E9  Long Island J25 
Ithaca F10  Brooklyn K19 

 

1.2 General Description 
Game play is divided into Stock Rounds and Operating Rounds.  During Stock Rounds, 
players and share companies may buy or sell stock in minor and share companies, open 
new companies, or take over existing ones.  During Operating Rounds, each minor and 
share company conducts business (laying track, placing stations, and buying trains).  At 
first, stock and operating rounds alternate, but as the game progresses, the number of 
intervening operating rounds increases.  The initial stock round is unique and is described 
in section 2. 

 
2 Initial Stock Round 
2.1 Private Company Auction 
All 6 private companies must be sold before any other stock is bought.  Players on their 
turn may buy the lowest priced private remaining, place a bid (of $5 or more above the 
current price or bid) on any other remaining private, or pass.  When the next private up 
for sale has a single bid on it, that player receives the company at the bid price.  If there 
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are multiple bids on the next private, a separate auction is conducted among the bidding 
players until all but one pass.  If all players pass consecutively before the privates sell, 
then an operating round is conducted, private company income is generated for all sold 
privates, and play returns to the stock round, with the player after the last stock purchaser 
getting the first opportunity to buy the next remaining private company.  If all players 
pass without the Iron Works private taken, the price is dropped by $5, and offered to all 
players in turn again.  The Iron Works price will continue to drop by $5 unless taken.  If 
the price gets to $0, the player with the priority must take it for $0, passing the priority to 
the next player. 

2.2 Private Companies 
The 6 private companies are sold in the initial stock round at their list price or higher 
(except possibly the Iron Works).  Once sold to a company, they may not be sold again.  
Any open private companies close when the first 12H train is bought.  The private 
companies are: 
 
Albany Iron Works costs $20 and an owning player or company receives $5 per operating 
round.  It can be sold to a minor or share company for $10 to $40.  An owning company 
may exchange this private for up to $80 off a bridge purchase or bridge tile upgrade. 
Albany-Schenectady Stagecoach Line costs $40, pays $10 a turn, and provides a token in 
Albany when sold to a minor or share company for $20 to $80.  Placing this token closes 
the company, and the token must be exchanged or removed when the 12H is bought. 
West Point Foundry costs $60 and an owning player or company receives $15 per turn).  
It can be sold to a minor or share company for $30 to $120.  An owning company may 
exchange it for up to half off a train purchase (up to $200) from the bank or pool. 
Pennsylvania Coal Fields costs $80 and pays at least $20 per turn.  It can be sold to a 
minor or share company for $40 to $160.   An owning company gets a $10 coal token for 
each of the 6 PA coal regions they connect.  Once the private closes, any company may 
connect remaining coal regions and take the associated token.  
Erie Canal costs $140 and pays $10 a turn for every unimproved canal (E) hex at the 
beginning of the operating round.  It cannot be sold. 
D&H Private Company costs $150 and pays $30 until the D&H share company has a 
train.  The owning player gets the president’s share of the D&H share company and must 
set its stock price.  The D&H share company opens immediately in the next OR, even if 
no other shares in it are sold.  The private company closes when the share company buys 
its first train and cannot be sold.  The D&H share company treasury starts with twice the 
share price, plus proceeds from any other sold shares. 

2.3 Starting Minor Companies  
Once the privates have all been bought, the next player may propose a minor company, 
bidding at least $100.  Any other player may bid higher for that minor company or pass.  
If more than one player bids on a minor, an auction is held for it.  The winning player 
pays the bid price to the company as its treasury, places the stock token in the green box 
at the stock value closest to half the bid (rounded down), and the turn passes to the next 
player.  
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2.4 The Minor Companies  
The 11 minor companies represent the small railroads that merged to form the New York 
Central Railroad in 1853.  These companies have only the initial station to place in their 
home city; their other token is placed on the stock market (where it will move depending 
on the amount of revenue it earns).  The companies are: 
 

1) Mohawk & Hudson – starts in Albany (F21) 
2) Utica & Schenectady – starts in Schenectady (E20) 
3) Tonawanda – starts in Rochester (D9) 
4) Syracuse & Utica – starts in Utica (E16) 
5) Auburn & Rochester – starts in Auburn (E12) 
6) Attica & Buffalo – starts in Buffalo (E4) 
7) Schenectady & Troy – starts in Troy (E22) 
8) Rochester, Lockport, & Niagara Falls – starts in Niagara Falls (D3) 
9) Buffalo & Lockport – starts in Lockport (D5) 
10) Rochester & Syracuse – starts in Syracuse (D13) 
11) Buffalo & Rochester – starts in Batavia (E6) 

2.5 Starting Share Companies 
Share companies may be started in any stock round after the initial round, but will not 
begin operation unless the minimum shares sold requirement has been met, listed in the 
game phase section (4.1 to 4.6 below).  The D&H share company is an exception to this 
rule (see 2.2 Private Companies).  Section 8.1 (Railroad Stock) gives details on how to 
start a share company.  No stock may be sold in the initial stock round.  

 
3 General Railroad Operations 
The first operating round follows the initial stock round for any active minor and share 
companies.  A stock round follows this first operating round.  The number of operating 
rounds between succeeding stock rounds depends on the game phase.  Companies operate 
in order based on stock market price and position (right being better), and all minors 
operate first. 

 
4 Game Phases 
4.1 Phase 1  
At the beginning of the game, only yellow tiles are available, only 2H trains may be 
bought (until all are sold), private companies may not be resold, the first (yellow) off-
board values are used, and there is only 1 operating round between stock rounds.  Minor 
companies may own up to 2 trains and share companies may own up to 4.  Share 
companies may be started with only the president’s share.  Once a 4H train is bought, the 
game enters phase 2. 

4.2 Phase 2  
When a 4H train is bought, green and yellow tiles are available, private companies may 
be resold, the second (green) off-board values are used, and there will be 2 operating 
rounds after the next stock round.  From this point forward, yellow small station (tick) 
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tiles may be upgraded to regular yellow cities (and later upgraded further to green, 
brown, and grey cities).  Share companies require 30% of the shares to be sold before 
they can open.   Once a 6H train is bought, the game enters phase 3.   

4.3 Phase 3  
When a 6H train is bought, all 2H trains are scrapped for $25, and the train limit drops to 
1 for minor companies, 3 for share companies.  Share companies require 40% of the 
shares to be sold before they can open.   Once a 12H train is bought, the game enters 
phase 4.  The purchase of the first 12H train is one of the two events that trigger the New 
York Central (NYC) formation round.   

4.4 NYC Formation Round  
When a 12H train is bought, or when Albany and Buffalo are connected by track, a 
separate NYC formation round is held immediately before the next stock round.  Minor 
companies 1 & 2 (if still in the game) must merge to form the NYC, and any other minors 
(up to 10) that connect to Albany (stations ignored) may also merge into the NYC share 
company.  No further minor companies may be started for the rest of the game. 
 
The share price of all connected minor companies is summed; this total is doubled, and 
then divided by the number of connected minors to get the NYC share price (rounded up 
or down to the nearest top line box on the stock market, rounded up if exactly between 
two values).  The NYC share price must be at least $100.  Starting with the merging 
minor company having the highest stock price, minor company shares are exchanged for 
1 NYC share and cash.  The minor value is equal to twice the share price.  For example, 
if the NYC price is $100, and the minor share is at $75, the minor would be exchanged 
for 1 NYC share and $50 from the NYC treasury.  If the NYC has insufficient funds in 
the treasury, it may use loans as markers (without paying interest, if the loan is repaid 
during formation).  If a player must provide money to get their NYC share and cannot do 
so, the minor cannot merge with the NYC during the initial formation round.  Minor 
assets are given to the NYC, including trains, cash, and stations.  If the NYC shares are 
exhausted before all eligible minor companies are exchanged, or if some minors are not 
connected to Albany, the remaining minor companies survive.  Once the exchanges are 
complete, excess NYC trains are scrapped, and any loan markers are paid off by NYC 
funds.  If loans remain, the share price is backed up 1 box for each loan.  The NYC is 
allowed 1 loan for each share held in player hands.  Connection bonuses from all merged 
minors are removed.  Play resumes with the next stock round. 
 
The NYC president is the player with the most NYC shares after formation.  If two or 
more players have the most, the player who gets two shares first is the president, as long 
as no other player exceeds their number of shares.  If no player ends up with more than 
one share during formation, then the player with the first minor absorbed is the president, 
and must immediately buy another NYC share in the next stock round. 
 
If the NYC is formed in this way, then it must get full price for any trains it allows to be 
purchased during the following set of operating rounds (as if it had loans).  This is done 
to protect minority shareholders who cannot sell NYC shares in the stock round 
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immediately following NYC formation.  Once there has been a second stock round, the 
NYC may allow trains to be purchased from it with no restrictions.   
 
If there are no eligible minors when either formation condition is achieved, then the NYC 
does not form in this fashion, and is instead immediately available as a share company 
with 3 tokens, starting in Albany.   

4.5 Phase 4  
When a 12H train is bought, all private companies close, the train limit drops to 2 for 
share companies, and all 4H trains are scrapped for $50.  Brown tiles are now available, 
and the third (brown) off-board values are used.  For the remainder of the game, there 
will be 3 operating rounds between stock rounds.  The stagecoach token is exchanged for 
a share company token or removed.  Share companies require 50% of shares sold to open.  
Once a D train is bought (after all the 12H trains are sold), the game enters phase 5.   

4.6 Phase 5  
All 6H trains are scrapped when a D train is bought, grey tiles are available, and the 
fourth (grey) off-board values are used.  Share companies require 60% of shares sold to 
open. 

4.7 Final NYC Merger Round 
After the NYC formation round, there is a stock round, followed by a set of operating 
rounds.  Before the next stock round, there is a final NYC merger round.  In this final 
merger round, all remaining minors will close.  If there are NYC shares left in the 
company treasury, they will be exchanged for all remaining connected minors as before, 
at the current NYC share price, until exhausted.  In the unlikely event that there are NYC 
shares in the pool (due to emergency money raising, for example), these are also 
available for exchange, with any difference in value settled with the bank instead of the 
NYC itself.  If there are more minor shares than available NYC shares, they are 
exchanged for bank cash, equal to twice the minor share price, less one box on the stock 
market. 
 
The game continues with the succeeding stock rounds and operating round sets until the 
endgame conditions are met. 

 
5 Train Descriptions 
The minor or share company owning the West Point Foundry private may exchange the 
private for a train from the bank or pool at half price, up to a discount of $200.  The 
exchange must occur before a 12H train is bought (unless the exchange is used in the 
purchase of the first 12H).  Minor and share companies are restricted as to how many 
trains they may own at one time, according to the limits given in the Game Phases section 
(4.1 to 4.5).  Trains voluntarily exchanged are available for repurchase from the bank at 
list price. 
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5.1 2H Trains (11) 
2H trains cost $100 and have a $25 scrap value.  They may travel up to 2 hexes from a 
station, counting everything along the way.  They may use the off-board values if there is 
no more than 1 hex between the station and the off-board location.  They are scrapped 
when the first 6H is bought, and may be scrapped at any time before then. 

5.2 4H Trains (6) 
4H trains cost $200 and have a $50 scrap value.  They may travel up to 4 hexes from a 
station, counting everything along the way.  They may use the off-board values if there 
are no more than 3 hexes between the station and the off-board location.  They are 
scrapped when the first 12H is bought, and may be scrapped at any time before then. 

5.3 6H Trains (4) 
6H trains cost $300 and have a $75 scrap value.  They may travel up to 6 hexes from a 
station, counting everything along the way.  They may use the off-board values if there 
are no more than 5 hexes between the station and the off-board location.  They are 
scrapped when the first D is bought, and may be scrapped at any time before then. 

5.4 12H Trains (4) 
12H trains cost $600 and have a $150 scrap value.  They may travel up to 12 hexes from 
a station, counting everything along the way.  They may use the off-board values if there 
are no more than 11 hexes between the station and the off-board location.  They are 
permanent but may be scrapped at any time. 

5.5 Diesel Trains (unlimited) 
Diesel trains cost $1100 and have no scrap value.  Their run is unlimited, as long as it is 
not blocked and as long as at least 1 station is on the route.  They use the grey off-board 
value and are permanent trains.  

 
6 Succeeding Stock Rounds After the Initial Round 
6.1 Player Stock Actions 
The round begins with the player who has the priority.  During a player’s turn in the stock 
round, they may buy 1 share of a share company, propose any remaining minor company 
to start, open a new share company (by buying the president’s share and setting the stock 
price), sell any number of shares, or pass.  A player passing may take another action later 
in the same round.  Shares may be bought from the company (proceeds paid to the 
company) or from the bank pool (proceeds paid to the bank).  If a player sells shares in a 
company in the stock round, they may not buy any shares in that company for the rest of 
the stock round.  Shares may not be sold into the pool if there are already 5 shares there.  
The stock round continues until all players pass, with the priority passing to the player 
after the last player to take an action.  Any share companies entirely in player hands 
moves up 1 box in the stock market (or down and right if already on the top row). 
 
Note that there are no share limits, either in the total number of certificates owned, or in 
ownership in an individual company.  Players may not sell shares in a company until it 
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has operated.  This includes the NYC, so shares of it may not be sold in the stock round 
immediately following its formation. 

6.2 Railroad Stock Actions 
As president of a share company, a player may also take share actions for the company 
during a stock round.  A company may sell its own shares (to raise capitol), or buy back 
its shares from the pool.  If a company sells shares, the company price drops 1 box for 
each share sold.  A company may buy (1 at a time) as many of their own shares as their 
available cash allows, though not in any stock round where they have sold their stock.  A 
company may not sell shares if doing so will put more shares in the pool than are 
privately held.  A company may not sell shares until it has operated. 

 
7 Operating Rounds 
7.1 Operating Round Steps 
Minor and share companies may take the following actions in an operating round in this 
order: 

 
1) Lay/replace track (minor companies 1 tile, share companies up to 2) 
2) Buy and place a station token in an available city 
3) Operate trains 
4) Pay dividend – full or half (rounded towards shareholders) 
5) Pay interest on outstanding loans ($5/loan) 
6) Repay loans 
7) Buy trains 

7.1.1 Laying or Upgrading Track 
Minor companies may place 1 new tile or upgrade 1 tile each turn.  Share companies may 
place 2 new tiles, or place 1 new and upgrade 1 tile (but not the tile just placed).  Track 
placement or upgrades always cost at least $20, more if it is an initial placement (or a 
NYC upgrade) and there is a higher value in the hex.  If the track connection falls on a 
river hex side and completes a bridge, the bridge cost is added to whatever cost is 
associated with the hex.  Lakesides and heavy blue hex sides (representing lakes) on the 
interior of the map may not have track pointing into them, because they represent 
impassable crossings.  Only blue hex sides with dollar values written inside of blue 
triangles may be crossed. 

7.1.1.1 Bridges  
A company owning the Albany Iron Works may exchange the private company for up to 
$80 off the price of a bridge.  

7.1.1.2 Erie Canal Hexes 
Any track placement on an unimproved hex marked E (signifying the Erie Canal right-of-
way) reduces the Erie Canal private company owner income by $10 at the beginning of 
the next operating round (if phase 4 has not been reached). 
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7.1.2 Placing Stations 
Placement of the company’s starting token occurs at the point of their first operation.  A 
share company may place one additional station per turn in an available city to which it 
can trace a legal route.  The cost is $20 times the number of hexes from the nearest 
station along a legal track route.  For the purposes of this calculation, the Stagecoach 
token counts as a station for the owning company. 

7.1.2.1 Reserved City Spaces  
Some cities have reserved spaces for particular railroads that cannot be used by other 
companies.  If the railroad is removed from play, the reserved space is opened for use.   

7.1.2.2 Albany Stagecoach Token  
A company owning the Stagecoach private may place the Stagecoach token in the 
reserved Albany spot on the green tile, if the green tile has already been placed.  This 
token placement is in addition to the regular station placement.  A share company owning 
the Stagecoach token may exchange it for one of their own tokens during their operation 
at no cost, and must do so when the 12H phase begins. 

7.1.3 Operate Trains 
7.1.3.1 Calculating Railroad Revenue 
Each train owned by the railroad must run on its own unique track.  A train may not visit 
a city or the same off-board location more than once.   

7.1.3.2 Connection Bonuses 
Each company earns a connection bonus for each designated city, town, and off-board 
location they service first.  There are 24 locations on the map, shown with a +10 symbol, 
that have a bonus token placed on them during game set up.  They represent the towns, 
cities, and off-board locations that do not have a company starting in them and are not 
coal locations.  As each city gets its initial rail service on a declared route, the railroad 
picks up the city token and places it on its charter.  Thereafter, that railroad will earn an 
extra $10 dividend for each token (whether or not they run to that city in future turns).  
Tokens are lost if the company loses its trains, is a minor merged into the NYC, or is 
acquired by a share company. 

7.1.3.3 Coal Tokens 
Coal tokens represent service to six off-board locations in Pennsylvania.  As each 
location is connected, the connecting company immediately receives a +10 coal token 
from that location.  This token is never lost and continues to pay $10/turn, even if the 
railroad has no trains.  Until the 12H train is bought, only a company owning the Coal 
Fields private is eligible to get coal tokens.  Once the 12H is bought, any company is 
eligible to get the remaining coal tokens.  Connections are checked and tokens awarded 
for each company, starting with the next operating company. 

7.1.4 Dividends  
A minor company pays half of its revenue to the owner and half to the railroad treasury.  
A share company may pay a full dividend, no dividend, or a half dividend (to the nearest 
$10, any rounding favoring shareholders).  Dividends for shares in a railroad pay the 
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company, pool share dividends pay no one.  If the dividend amount paid equals or 
exceeds the share company price, the stock moves right (or up).  If no dividend is paid, or 
if it is less than half the present company share price, the stock moves left (or down).  If 
the dividend falls between these two values, the stock price is unchanged.  For minor 
companies, the company always pays a 50/50 dividend, and it is the total amount earned 
(not the dividend paid) that governs stock marker movement.  If the share price reaches 
the $0 box, the railroad closes and is permanently removed from play. 

7.1.5 Pay Loan Interest 
Loan interest is paid after the revenue step, but before loans can be repaid.  Loan interest 
is also paid immediately when loans are taken out, so loans are effectively for $45 each. 

7.1.6 Repay Loans and Loan Effects 
Minor and share companies may take out loans only to lay track (if they have insufficient 
funds to do so) or to buy a train (if they have none).  A company may not scrap a train 
that has not rusted if it must take a loan to get a new train.  Minor companies may have 
no more than 2 loans.  Share companies may have loans equal to the number of shares 
held by players.  If a minor company has reached its loan limit, but has no money or 
trains, then the owner must pay loan interest.  Loans must be repaid, if the railroad has 
sufficient funds, before they have the opportunity to buy trains. 

7.1.6.1 Loan Effects on Stock Price  
Taking and repaying loans affects the stock value of the company.  Companies move 1 
box left for each loan taken, and 1 box right for each loan repaid (note loan repayment 
occurs after dividends, so stock movement from loan repayment happens afterwards). 

7.1.6.2 Loan Restrictions on Railroad Operations  
Companies with loans may not buy anything (private companies or trains) for more than 
list price or sell anything for less than list price.  A company with loans must buy the 
cheapest train available from the bank.   

7.1.6.3 Forced Loan Repayment 
If a share company has shares sold into the pool such that the number of loans becomes 
larger than the number of privately held shares, the railroad must repay enough loans to 
get the number back to the number of owned shares during its next operation.  If the 
railroad has insufficient funds to do so, the president must contribute from his own funds. 

7.1.7 Purchasing Trains and Forced Train Purchases 
7.1.7.1 Minor Railroads 
A minor company need not own a train, even if it has a legal run.  However, after each 
operation in which it is train-less, the stock price will decline one box until the company 
gets a train, is acquired by another company, or hits $0, in which case the company is 
declared bankrupt.  A minor company may take up to 2 loans to buy a train if it has no 
train, but may never have more than 2 loans. 
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7.1.7.2 Share Companies 
A share company must own a train if it has a legal run.  It may raise money buy selling 
up to five company shares (putting no more shares in the pool than are held in private 
hands), taking loans (up to the number of privately held shares), and/or contributions 
from the president’s funds.  If loans are used, the train purchased from the bank must be 
the cheapest available.  Stock sales and loans have the usual effect (down and left, 
respectively) and can force a company closure if the stock ends up with a $0 stock value.  

7.2 Other Operating Round Actions  
At any time during their operation, a company may take out a loan (see 7.6 Loans), buy a 
private company, affect a merger (see 7.9 Mergers) with a minor or share company 
owned by the president of the company, or takeover another company owned by another 
player (see 7.10 Takeovers).  For both mergers and takeovers, the companies must be 
connected by track. 

7.2.1 Mergers 
If a any minor or share company connects to any other minor or share company owned by 
that player, and has sufficient funds on hand equal to twice the value of the target minor 
company, or the value of sold shares in a share company (including shares in the pool), 
the player may merge the 2 companies during the acquiring company’s operation.  The 
acquiring company pays company funds to the player, and then takes the company assets 
(cash, trains, and tokens).  It may replace any tokens on the board with its own at no cost, 
but it gets no additional tokens to do so.  The acquired company is removed from play.  
Trains acquired in this way do not run in this OR.  Acquired loans must be immediately 
paid off, or the company receiving them will lose 1 stock value box for each retained 
loan.  Repaying loans immediately will not affect the acquiring company’s stock price.  
Any connection bonuses in the acquired company are immediately lost. 

7.2.2 Takeovers 
If any minor or share company connects to any other minor or share company owned by 
another player, and has sufficient funds on hand equal to five times the value of the target 
minor company, or three times the value of all sold shares of a share company (including 
shares in the pool), the player may takeover the other company during the operation 
round.  The acquiring company pays company funds to the shareholders at a rate of five 
times the minor stock price (or three times the share company stock price), and then takes 
the company assets (cash, trains, and tokens).  It may replace any tokens on the board 
with its own at no cost, but it gets no additional tokens to do so.  The company taken over 
is removed from play.  Trains acquired in this way do not run in this OR.  Acquired loans 
must be immediately paid off, or the company receiving them will lose 1 stock value box 
for each retained loan.  Repaying loans immediately will not affect the acquiring 
companies stock price.  Any connection bonuses in the company taken over are 
immediately lost. 
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8 Share Companies 
8.1 Railroad Stock 
The first share bought is the president’s certificate, representing 20% of the company 
stock, and costs double the initial share price.  As shares are bought, the money is 
transferred to the company treasury, forming the starting capitol.  The amount of stock 
that must be sold before the company begins operation varies, depending on the game 
phase (2H-20%, 4H-30%, 6H-40%, 12H-50%, and D-60%).  There is no par price for the 
railroad; new shares are sold at the current market price.  Unsold shares remain in the 
company treasury, and any dividends they earn are paid to the company.  There is no 
restriction on the amount of company shares (or on the total number of shares) a player 
may own. 

8.2 Changing Company Presidents 
A player remains company president as long as no other player owns more shares than 
they do.  If another player gets more shares, than the president must exchange the 
president’s certificate for 2 regular shares with the new president.  If the president sells 
sufficient shares to transfer control, they must exchange the president’s certificate for 2 
regular shares with whoever has the most shares.  If more than 1 player is tied for most 
shares, the presidency passes to the player closest to the left of the former president.  If 
no other player owns at least 2 shares, then the presidency cannot change.  The 
president’s certificate can never be sold into the bank pool. 

 
9 Player Bankruptcies and Abandoned Railroads 
If a player is obligated to provide funds to buy a train and has insufficient funds to do so, 
he is declared bankrupt and is removed from the game.  All of his remaining stock is 
placed in the pool (transferring company presidencies if possible), and any resources 
(trains, stations, or money) in a railroad abandoned in the pool remain with the railroad.  
For an abandoned railroad left train-less, the money raised to that point is kept with the 
railroad, and anyone taking this railroad over (by buying the president’s share from the 
pool) gets the assets, but must buy a train for the railroad on its next operation.  Until an 
abandoned RR is taken over, it does not operate. 

 
10 Game End Conditions 
The game ends when any of the following conditions occur.  If only one player is still 
solvent after a player becomes bankrupt, the game ends immediately.  The game ends at 
the end of the complete set of operating rounds if there is only one share company left in 
the game (all others have gone bankrupt, been merged, or taken over), or if the bank is 
exhausted.  The player with highest net worth wins.  Any outstanding loans decrease a 
RRs final stock price by $5/share. 
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11 Tile Manifest 

ID# Tile Number Upgrades ID# Tile Number Upgrades 

3 

 

5 5 8 

 

13 16;17;19;21
;22;23;24; 

25;28;29;30
;31 

4 

 

5 57 9 

 

12 18;19;20;23
;24;26;27 

5 

 

5 14;15;52 57 

 

6 14;15;52 

6 

 

5 14;15;52 58 

 

5 6 

7 

 

5 18;21;22;26;
27;28;29;30;

31 
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ID# Tile Number Upgrades ID# Tile Number Upgrades 

14 

 

4 63 25 

 

2 45;46 

15 

 

8 63 26 

 

2 45;47 

16 

 

2 43;70 27 

 

2 41;44;46 

17 

 

2 47 28 

 

2 39;43;46;70 

18 

 

2 43 29 

 

2 39;43;45;70 

19 

 

2 45;46 30 

 

1 42 

20 

 

2 42 31 

 

1 41 

21 

 

1 46 52 

 

4 63 

22 

 

1 45 (Albany) 
X10 

 

1 X20 

23 

 

4 41;43;45;47 (NYC)  
X11 

 

1 X22 

24 

 

4 42;43;46;47     
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ID # Tile Number  ID # Tile Number Upgrades 

39 

 

2  47 

 

2  

40 

 

2  63 

 

5  

41 

 

2  70 

 

2  

42 

 

2  (Albany) 
X20 

 

1  

43 

 

3  (Brooklyn) 
X21  

 

1 X31  

44 

 

2  (NYC)  
X22 

 

1 X32 

45 

 

2  (Rochester) 
X23 

 

1 X33 

46 

 

2  (Syracuse) 
X24 

1 X34 

ID # Tile Number  ID # Tile Number 

455 

 

2  (Rochester) 
X33 

 

1 

(Brooklyn) 
X31  

 

1  (Syracuse) 
X34 

 

1 

(NYC) 
X32  

 

1  (Buffalo) 
X35 

1 
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